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GAME RULES
• 1. SETUP | Put Out Game Board

To kick off how to play Trivial Pursuit setup, you start by putting out the game 
board. Unfold it and place it in the center of everyone.

• 2. SETUP | Put Out Question Cards
Take the stack of question cards and put them in an accessible place.

• 3. SETUP | Take Player Starting Wedges
Each player chooses a player wedge of one of the available colors. Everyone 
places their circle piece in the center of the game board to start. This is the last 
step of how to play Trivial Pursuit set up before getting into gameplay.step of how to play Trivial Pursuit set up before getting into gameplay.

• 4. SETUP | Choose Starting Player
Each player rolls the 6-sided dice. The high roll is the starting player. Keep re-
rolling to settle any ties.

• 5. GAMEPLAY | Roll Die & Move
The active player rolls the one six-sided die and moves this many spaces. You can 
choose to go in any direction you like but you then have to move all spaces in that 
chosen direction (no back and forth). If you land on a “roll again” space, repeat 
this process. Do this until you land on a color space.



• 6. GAMEPLAY | Answer Question
One of your opponents grabs a question card and they read you the 
trivia question of the category you landed on. If you get it right, you 
continue, if you get it wrong your turn is over.

• 7. GAMEPLAY | Taking A Wedge Piece
Some of the spots on the board have big wedges of the different 
colors. These are the wedge spaces. If you get a question correct 
while on one of these spaces, you get a wedge piece of that color to 
add to your circle piece. You can only get each color once. The goal 
is to keep going long enough to collect one of each color.

• 8. GAMEPLAY | Pass & Repeat
Once someone answers a question wrong, their turn is over. Once 

• 8. GAMEPLAY | Pass & Repeat
Once someone answers a question wrong, their turn is over. Once 
this happens, the turn moves to the player on the left and they 
repeat this process. This continues until someone wins.

• 9. WINNING | Answer One Final Question
Once a player has collected one wedge piece of each color 
(completing their circle), they then must keep going until they can 
land perfectly on the center spot on the board. When they do, they 
answer a final question. When they get this right, they win the 
game. If they get it wrong they have to keep landing on the same 
space until they get it right. The actual how to play Trivial Pursuit is 
easy, it is knowing the trivia that is hard.



THE GAME BOARD



TRIVIAL PURSUIT CARDS

Questions and answers in bold were sent from 
each country about the following categories:

• Blue for History• Blue for History
• Red for Sports
• Yellow for Culture
• Purple for Internet Safety
• Green for Music
• Orange for Geography


















